ing by the simulated depolarized region is shown to be a physiological substrate applies not only to the AP but to its major determinant of the cell's response. For strong propagation in the tissue as well. Experiments have coupling, loading could render the cell completely inexcitdemonstrated that in poorly coupled tissue, AP propagation able. Importantly, for a critical range ('window') of can be strongly influenced by drugs that block or enhance coupling and high depolarization levels (representing de-I [22] [23] [24] [25] . These findings expand the traditional view Ca(L) layed action potentials in the ischemic region), EADs that in a fully excitable tissue the fast sodium current develop in the normal cell. Thus, the arrhythmogenic provides all the depolarizing charge needed for successful behavior of the cell is caused by its interaction with the AP conduction. Theoretical studies [26, 27] have confirmed surrounding environment (the multicellular tissue in the that in a poorly-coupled tissue, in the presence of long intact heart). This principle applies under a variety of local conduction delays, charge contribution from I is Ca(L) circumstances. For example, a recent theoretical study [10] indeed necessary for successful AP propagation. Again, an demonstrated that for simulated long-QT syndrome conexternal influence (cell-to-cell uncoupling) has interacted ditions, EADs develop in midmyocardial (M) cells [11] with cellular processes, this time to modulate the ionic when the tissue is poorly coupled, while in well-coupled mechanism of conduction in the multicellular tissue. tissue they can form in endocardial cells as a result of In summary, there is an increasing appreciation of the strong electrotonic interactions [10] .
importance of complex interactions between various buildThe principle that the cellular behavior is modulated ing blocks of cardiac tissue in determining normal excitastrongly by complex external interactions with its surtion and arrhythmogenesis. Clear understanding of this roundings holds true for internal interactions between interactive system at the tissue level is essential to the intracellular processes as well. Elegant experiments by understanding of excitation and arrhythmia in the whole January and Riddle [12] have demonstrated that the L-type heart. We should design studies to characterize the system calcium current, I
, plays an essential role in the with a step-by-step increase in the level of complexity and
depolarization of EADs that develop from plateau pointegration. The study by Verkerk et al. in this issue of tentials ('plateau EADs'). Theoretical studies [13, 14] have Cardiovascular Research is an important contribution to confirmed that I carries the depolarizing charge that such an effort.
generates the EAD. For this to occur, the AP must be sufficiently prolonged at the plateau potential range (above the threshold for I activation) to allow sufficient time References
for L-type channels to recover from inactivation and reactivate during the AP. Prolongation of the AP plateau shift the delicate balance of inward and outward currents in plateau [14, 20, 21] . Independent of the mechanism that 
